
Tulfarris Golf Club      
 

Pace of Play Guidelines/Etiquette: 

 
The following guidelines have been agreed by Committee to assist in achieving a 

target of 4 hrs 20 minutes for 18 holes from the White Tees in 3 ball stroke play, 4 

ball stableford or 4 ball matchplay. Whilst it is recognised that this will not always be 

possible it is expected that members will abide by the spirit of the meeting this target 

by adhering to the following:  

 

 

- Ensure you arrive at the practice putting green 10 minutes before your allotted 

Tee time. (Remember that tee slots are generously allotted in 10 minute 

intervals.) 

- Ensure you mark or otherwise identify your ball prior to commencement of the 

round to ensure ease & speed of identification.  

- If you fail to keep up to the group in front, be mindful of the group behind 

who may be ready to play and ensure efforts are made to close the gap with 

the group in front immediately. 

- Where a players ball requires searching for, remember the maximum 5 

minutes allowed under the rules of golf and if the group behind are ready to 

play when searching commences, they should be called through. 

- Where your group falls behind the group in front, adopt an individual play 

when ready policy. 

- Generally, but particularly when you fall behind the group in front, walk to 

your ball as speedily as possible remaining mindfully of your playing partners 

whose ball may be further from the green than your ball and are preparing to 

take a stroke. 

- 5 minutes maximum allocated for the half way house break & note entitlement 

to stop here at all is dependant on being able to be ready to play your 10
th

 tee 

shot immediately when the group in front are clear. 

- Target to complete the 1
st
 9 holes in 2hours & 5 minutes. 

- You should only request to “play through” the group in front if they have 

clearly fallen behind the group in front and are unable to rectify this within the 

following hole. 

 

 

 

 

Approved: Committee 2015. 


